A vast and ancient array of regularly spaced dirt mounds -the result of termite activities-has been discovered in Brazil. Might this inform our understanding of general mechanisms of spatial patterning at different scales?
A major area of interest in biology is that of self-organization: local interactions between individuals -molecules, cells, organisms -leading to emergent patterns and properties at much larger scales. One instantiation of this phenomenon are regular spatial patterns -periodic distributions of features that share a characteristic cluster size. Regular patterns are common in natural systems, at levels of organization ranging from cells and organisms [1] [2] [3] to entire landscapes [4, 5] and seascapes [6] (Figure 1 ). Often the same patterns -spots, labyrinths, stripes -can be found across these diverse organizational scales, leading to the notion that a single, universal mechanism might cause all these patterns. This notion has become more tempered, however, with the discovery of diverse self-organizing mechanisms that can produce superficially identical patterns at each of these scales [7] [8] [9] [10] . In a recent study in Current Biology, Stephen Martin and colleagues [11] reveal a regular spatial pattern of astonishing proportions and suggest an unexpected underlying mechanism: in northeastern Brazil, spread across an area equivalent to that of Great Britain, tens to hundreds of millions of metershigh and millennia-old dirt mounds, apparently the result of termite foraging, are organized into an overdispersed, hexagonal pattern, such that every dirt mound has, on average, six equidistant neighboring mounds.
In social insects, most prominently in termites, nests are often found in such overdispersed, hexagonal patterns [7] . This is a result of intensely antagonistic competition between termites from different nests that pushes a colony to be as far as possible from its neighbors while at the same time exploiting every bit of resource ( Figure 2A ) [12] . However, although the end result appears uncannily similar-hexagonal distribution of mounds-the mechanism behind the pattern uncovered by Martin and colleagues [11] is completely different. The first clue lies in the fact that the dirt mounds in northeastern Brazil are not nests -they do not house the termite colony, which, in fact, turns out to be extremely elusive in this species. Unlike termite nests of similar size (Figure 2A ), these mounds have a very simplistic architecture: densely-packed dirt with one central tunnel apparently used for expunging the soil that results from termites digging foraging tunnels ( Figure 2B ). Martin and colleagues [11] explore the idea of antagonistic interactions but find that, while termites collected from several hundred meters or tens of kilometers away will fight with each other, termites collected at neighboring dirt mounds show no antagonism. This finding reveals that between-colony antagonism is indeed present in this species, but that it manifests itself at larger scales, suggesting that the territory of one colony encompasses more than one dirt mound. All signs therefore point to a different selforganizing mechanism for the Brazil dirt mounds.
Social insects are known for remarkable architectural feats [13] . Without a blueprint or central coordination, the insects of one colony are able to collectively build large-scale, complex chambers and galleries of surprising symmetry and regularity [14] . The Brazil dirt mounds appear to be the result of a similar collective process, albeit one that manifests itself outside the nest and aboveground and is therefore easily visible. The termites of one colony create such dirt mounds when they expunge the dirt resulting from digging foraging tunnels; Martin and colleagues [11] suggest that, if resources are variable in space, as the colony territory grows, these mounds dynamically self-organize into an optimal packing of space that minimizes the distance traveled by foraging termites to the nearest dirt mound. To accomplish this collective feat, termites might use pheromone trails that locally reinforce the use of one particular dirt mound over nearby ones, similar to nest building in ants [14] . Thus, the arrangement of these dirt mounds could be the result of a scale-dependent feedback [5] .
The study by Martin and colleagues [11] begins to shed light on a striking pattern while opening up myriad questions and exciting directions of further research. First and foremost, while the proposed conceptual model is plausible, a complete understanding of this pattern requires both explicit theoretical modeling and additional empirical investigation. When the hexagonal pattern arises from competition between colonies, the size of colony territories and therefore the average inter-nest distance are determined by resource availability [12] . But what governs the distance between the Brazil dirt mounds? To explore this question, it seems crucial to relate the collective organization process to the network architecture of the foraging tunnels: is the network structured so that it maximizes territory coverage while minimizing the amount of tunneling? Given the network architecture, what is the optimal distribution of waste mounds and how does the latter change as the underground network expands? At a larger scale, it is worth asking how the distribution of dirt mounds in one territory relates to that in a neighboring one. At a glance, the pattern within one territory appears to seamlessly integrate with the pattern in neighboring territories. But, if this is true, how does this seeming coordination across territory boundaries happen, especially if termite colonies are antagonistic?
Empirically, measurements are necessary to further clarify both the spatial and the temporal scales of the dynamic. From a spatial perspective, Martin and colleagues [11] show that termites are antagonistic at larger scales, but not at very small scales. Thus, assessing the behavior of termites at increasing distances should reveal useful information about the size of territories: when antagonism sets in, the boundary between two territories may have been crossed. If these termites are centralplace foragers, determining the size of territories could also give some indication of where to look for the cryptic nests. From a temporal perspective, Martin and colleagues [11] reveal that these mounds can be remarkably old but the data come from mounds picked haphazardly. A systematic assessment of mound age would reveal the relationships between the ages of dirt mounds within one colony territory and
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Current Biology Figure 2 . Different types of termite patterning at different scales.
(A) Interspecific competition for resources creates a hexagonal distribution of termite territories and nests (architecturally intricate mounds), so that a mound is on average surrounded by six equidistant neighbors. The honeycomb tessellation is not visible, but inferred based on the mound distribution. (B) Martin and colleagues [9] reveal a different phenomenon whereby multiple architecturally simple dirt mounds are distributed hexagonally within one colony territory and across territories. At larger scales, territories (blue, dashed) could also be hexagonally organized, as in (A), in response to intraspecific competition, such that two termite-induced patterns coexist at two different scales. This pattern needs to be inferred indirectly since, unlike in the termite species analyzed in (A), in this system the nests are underground and not visible.
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Dispatches also across colony territories. This would constitute an important test of the theoretical model. Finally, the best direct insight into the dynamics of this pattern might come from disturbing it: how a pattern recovers from disturbance can reveal a lot about the underlying selforganizing mechanism.
Beyond the fascinating pattern of the dirt mounds, the antagonism revealed by Martin and colleagues [11] raises a tantalizing possibility: that the termites in this system are in fact responsible for two patterns, co-occurring at different scales. At a smaller scale, a collective architectural process is responsible for the hexagonal patterning of the dirt mounds within a colony territory. At a larger scale, a competitive process -intraspecific competition for resources -could lead to a similarly hexagonal pattern, but of termite territories ( Figure 2B ). Unlike in other social insect systems [7, 12] , this latter pattern would be an indirectly-inferred, invisible one, since the nests are hidden below ground. The existence of patterns at multiple scales resulting from possibly different mechanisms has only recently been appreciated in ecology [7, 12, 15] ; however, the uncovering of such patterns has already shed light on the interactions of multiple self-organizing mechanisms across scales and has revealed the potential of feedbacks between these patterns in shaping the robustness of the whole system to external perturbations [15, 16] . It would be fascinating to explore the existence of the secondary, larger scale pattern and the possible consequences of such multi-scale patterning for the robustness of this ecosystem in northeastern Brazil.
How heard speech is transformed into words in the brain remains poorly understood. New research reveals signals in auditory cortex that reflect predictions the brain makes in transforming phonetic information into words.
''Magnetoencephalography!'' In our daily lives we routinely hear complicated words and take for granted our ability to instantly decipher them. The ease by which we accomplish this feat belies the remarkable computational challenge that has been solved by our brains. First, our brains have developed to accommodate the considerable diversity amongst
